ABOUT

SOCIAL REACH

Scuf Gaming is a Global Leader and Innovator in
eSports, providing Tactical Gear for Elite Gamers.

@ScufGaming

Selling high-end accessories and customized gaming
controllers for PC and Console, SCUF offers a number
of functional and design features custom built to
increase hand use and improve gameplay. Built to
specification, SCUF controllers cater for professional
and hardcore gamers who recognize that one size
does not fit all.

ScufGaming

The SCUF controller has features, which are covered
by 20 granted patents, and another 39 pending;
protecting 3 key areas of a controller; back control
functions and handles, trigger control mechanisms
and thumbstick control area.
Scuf Gaming is the official controller partner of major
gaming leagues, including CWL, MLG, ESL, UMG,
Gfinity and EGL. With operations and production in
North America and Europe, Scuf Gaming also
provides a variety of accessories and apparel
specifically designed for Elite Gamers.

1.01M
284k

@ScufGaming

706k

ScufGamingTV

175k

* Numbers as of May 2016

AFFILIATES

160+ YouTube & Pro Affiliates
reaching a global network of
180 million subscribers

PROS

Over 90% of Pros use SCUF

Your SCUF, Your Way

Scuf Gaming launches Infinity1, giving gamers the power to
interchange thumbsticks, grips and paddles on the fly.

Interchangeable Thumbstick Control Area
Change out thumbsticks in a few seconds without removing
any screws
SCUF thumbsticks come in various lengths, shapes and colors
to suit all hand sizes and style of gameplay

SCUF Infinity1 Rings
Fully removable and customizable
Use of high grade self-lubricating materials provides a pro-grade
finish offering improved smoothness, life and feel of thumbsticks

Pro Edition Switches
Layered gold on circuits and new switches for increased
actuation life
Improved haptic feedback

SCUF EMR Technology
Remap on the fly with SCUF Electro Magnetic Remapping.
Any paddle = Any face button

SCUF Adjustable Hair Trigger & Pro Grip Handles

Patented Paddle Control System

Interchangeable for full or reduced trigger movement

Fully modular and interchangeable with no screws
SCUF Infinity1 paddles come in various heights and shapes
Choose 0,1, 2, 3 or 4 SCUF paddles – change on the fly

High grade contoured grip in multiple colors
SCUF Key externally adjusts triggers to suit your gameplay

Design & Customization

SCUF Infinity enables you to express yourself with color, design and functionality on the fly, anytime. No limits!
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